
Chapter 231:My Genes Evolve
Infinitely
NIGHT WATCH HEADQUARTERS, THE
POSSIBILITY OF TRANSFORMATION
"Who knows why? I am also very annoying. I have been on business trips lately. Oh,
yes, I have encountered an alienation phenomenon similar to that of Xue Ren we
encountered in Xili City. Is Ren's Soul Devouring Orb given by someone else? I don't
know who it is. I haven't found it yet."

Li Qinghe sighed as he spoke.

Lu Yuan thought for a while, then smiled:

"Sister Qinghe, if there is alienation in the future, how about I go with you?"

Since there are more alienation phenomena now, he wants to be exposed to alienation,
and the efficiency of absorbing the unknown breath should be much higher.

In addition, his current strength is indeed not weak anymore.

Although you can practice spiritual skills and physical skills in school to continue to
improve your combat power, for now, Lu Yuan feels that taking this opportunity to get
in touch with alienation is also a very good choice.

Hearing what Lu Yuan said, Li Qinghe was taken aback, then looked at Lu Yuan:

"You want to work overtime too? You haven't graduated yet, why can't you think so?"

Lu Yuan's face turned dark, why does this person always think about being lazy?

He coughed and said: "I'm just curious about alienation."

Li Qinghe thought for a while and looked at Si Tingyu next to him:

"You are a student of Daxieyu, do you agree with your instructor?"
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Si Tingyu, who has not spoken all the time, smiled and said, "With A Yuan's current
strength, I really don't have much to teach him. A Yuan is already the King of War,
right? You can practice by yourself in the future."

Hearing what Si Tingyu said, Li Qinghe widened his eyes to look at Lu Yuan with a
little astonishment:

"You are already the king?! So fast!"

Li Qinghe had been busy with alienation before, and hadn't been to the place of origin
for a few days. Now he has no idea that Lu Yuan's strength has reached this point.

"Well, just broke through."

Lu Yuan smiled.

Li Qinghe looked at Lu Yuan strangely:

"It's over. Knowing your strength, Brother Yuan, I guess that old man will start urging
again."

Si Tingyu's mouth twitched suddenly, and a helpless expression appeared on his face:

"Well... Ayuan, it would be nice for you to go out now."

Lu Yuan nodded silently, agreeing.

"That's all right, now you and my sister will go to the night watchman headquarters."

Li Qinghe got up, squeezed Si Tingyu's small face behind him, and said with a smirk:

"Girl, sister, I'm leaving, wait for me obediently at home."

Si Tingyu helplessly rubbed his face and glared at Li Qinghe.

Lu Yuan: "..."

He didn't squint, as if he hadn't seen it.

Hmm...Although there is such an urge to follow suit in my heart.



Lu Yuan followed Li Qinghe out of Si Tingyu's dormitory, and then the two of them
rode Li Qinghe's sports car to a dark tall building in the center of the imperial capital.

"Here, get off!"

Li Qinghe got out of the car with Luyuan and walked towards the tall buildings.

Before the stairs to the main entrance, Lu Yuan raised his head and glanced at the tall
buildings, a little surprised by the style of the Night Watcher headquarters.

He followed Li Qinghe and quickly entered the tall building.

With people coming and going in the tall buildings, Lu Yuan's eyes swept over. Almost
all of them were genetic warriors and possessed spiritual power.

Of course there are ordinary people, that is the reception staff.

The reception staff are pretty good-looking.

The Night Watch is also considered a very powerful official organization in the Empire,
and the benefits must be very good.

Ordinary people who can join the night watchman headquarters may also have a little
background at home.

It just failed to awaken and become a genetic warrior.

People who come and go will respectfully nod their heads when they see Li Qinghe.

"Elder Li."

"Master Li."

"..."

Li Qinghe nodded slightly, saying hello.

After greeted, the night watchmen would turn their heads and look at Lu Yuan
curiously.



After seeing Lu Yuan's appearance clearly, many people's eyes widened, with surprise
in their eyes.

After seeing Lu Yuan following Li Qinghe into the exclusive elevator to the top floor,
the crowd began to whisper excitedly.

"Hey hey hey! Have you seen it?! Who is the one who followed Elder Li just now?!
That Lord Lu Yuan who is number one on the Tianjiao list?"

"Nonsense! We are not blind, we must have seen it!"

"I have always heard that Elder Li and Lord Lu Yuan have a good relationship. It turned
out to be true. Elder Li brought Lord Lu Yuan to our Night Watchman headquarters."

"Looking at this, does Master Lu Yuan want to join our night watchman?!"

"It should be, our night watchman is awesome! Even Master Lu Yuan, who is top-
notch in the entire Baiyun Star Region, will join us. It seems that being a night
watchman is still very promising?"

Under the excitement of the discussion, Lu Yuan and Li Qinghe had already taken the
elevator all the way to the top floor of the night watchman headquarters.

Out of the elevator, Lu Yuan followed Li Qinghe along the black carpeted corridor to
the door of the office of the president of the night watchman.

Li Qinghe knocked on the door.

Afterwards, the door opened and Lu Yuan saw a middle-aged man with an ordinary
appearance and brown curly hair standing inside the door.

When the middle-aged man saw Li Qinghe, he smiled:

"Elder Li."

After seeing Lu Yuan, the middle-aged man was taken aback, and then he showed a
hint of joy:

"Mr. Lu Yuan is here too? Come in quickly."



The middle-aged man quickly stepped aside and let Lu Yuan and Li Qinghe in.

Entering the office, Lu Yuan looked at the room.

Opposite the door is a tall floor-to-ceiling window, and you can see a large area of
  the imperial capital outside.

On the right is a black coffee table surrounded by a sofa with a main body and two sets,
while on the left is a huge bookshelf on which many books are placed.

In front of the floor-to-ceiling windows was a wooden desk, and a black-haired
middle-aged man with a majestic face was looking at them at the moment.

He stood up and walked over, with a hearty smile on his face:

"Hahaha, Mr. Lu Yuan, welcome to our night watchman headquarters. This time you
followed Qinghe, is there anything wrong?"

Gu An looked at Lu Yuan with anticipation in his eyes.

Lu Yuan looked at Li Qinghe, and Li Qinghe smiled and said:

"Uncle Gu, A Yuan said that you want to help the night watchman deal with the

alienation phenomenon, you can figure it out by yourself."

Hearing this, Gu An's face showed a hint of surprise.

He hurriedly said: "Mr. Lu Yuan has such a mind, which is a great thing for our Red
Maple Empire. Why not, Mr. Lu Yuan, like Qinghe, become the honorary elder of our
night watchman. You can enjoy the elder. The rights and benefits are not very
restrictive. You only need to take action in difficult alienation incidents. What do you

think?"

Lu Yuan smiled and nodded: "If this is the case, so be it."

Anyway, he originally planned to deal with alienation events, and if the night
watchman could help find some troublesome alienation events, it would be a little less
laborious for him.

Not only that, but there are benefits, wouldn’t it be better?



Gu An agreed to see Lu Yuan so happy, a look of surprise appeared on his face.

He let Lu Yuan and Li Qinghe sit down on the sofa, and then let the middle- aged man
get the contract.

Lu Yuan looked at it himself. As Gu An said, he didn't need to check in at work, and
he didn't need to deal with some small alienation phenomena frequently. He could only
take action when encountering alienation phenomena that were difficult to solve by the
night watch team.

This is the only obligation.

For benefits, you can check the alienation files of the night watchman, and the night
watchman can be mobilized within a limited range. Of course, the reason is reasonable,
and there is a salary of 500,000 fifth-order spirit crystals.

Although this salary was a bit low for Lu Yuan, it was completely incomparable with
those star-level forces who had invited Lu Yuan before.

But this is also no way. After all, the Red Maple Empire is just a force with a war
emperor, and there is still a big gap with those star-level forces.

Fortunately, Lu Yuan didn't plan to rely on this salary to cultivate.

His resources are naturally obtained from the place of origin.

In addition to these benefits, there will be a set of villas in Bailiu District as a gift, with
one billion red maple coins for living expenses every year.

These are very precious to ordinary people, but for genetic warriors, that's it, especially
for warlord-level genetic warriors like Lu Yuan.

The only use is that it is a little more convenient in life.

Lu Yuan asked Li Qinghe, Li Qinghe checked the contract, and when he was sure there
was no problem, Lu Yuan signed it.

After signing, it was hard to hide the smile on Gu An's face.

He smiled and said:



"Welcome to Elder Lu Yuan, we will be our own in the future."

Lu Yuan smiled: "President Gu An is too polite."

"Qinghe came in earlier than you. You can ask Qinghe about anything. Of course, if
you don't understand anything, you can ask me the same."

Gu An smiled.

Lu Yuan nodded seriously, "Thank you, Chairman Gu, I will."

"Well, Qinghe, you can take Elder Lu Yuan around."

Gu An looked at Li Qinghe.

Li Qinghe got up, stretched, and smiled:

"A Yuan, let's go."

Gu An watched the two go out, and the smiles on his faces bloomed completely.

"Hahaha!! Lu Yuan, who is the number one arrogant on the list of arrogances, didn’t
expect it to be our night watchman! Hahaha, let those old boys fight! Can you beat me?
Even Qinghe is our night watchman. !"

Gu An thought of something, took out the phone happily, and dialed a number.

Toot toot!

Soon, the phone was connected, and Gu An smiled and said:

"Chengxin, brother, I have good news to tell you."

When Red Maple was guarding the headquarters, Si Chengxin glanced at Si Tingfeng
who was reporting the situation, waved his hand, and signaled him to be quiet for a

while.

Si Tingfeng was a little confused, and then stopped talking, looking at Si Chengxin
with some curiosity.



Si Chengxin stood up, looked at the night watchman tall building not far from the

window, and smiled faintly:

"Old Gu, what good news makes you so happy?"

Gu An raised the corner of his mouth and sighed: "In fact, it's nothing, don't you know
that Chengxin? Qinghe is the honorary elder of our night watchman. Lu Yuan and
Qinghe have such a good relationship. Come to our night watchman headquarters today.
I intend to become the honorary elder of our night watch like Qinghe. Hey... I think
they have such a good relationship, and I can’t bear to separate them, so I have to agree.
Now Lu Yuan is the honor of our night watch. Elder."

The smile on Si Chengxin's original face froze, the corners of his mouth twitched, and
a wave of violent aura surged around him.

Click...

He accidentally forced his hand and the phone broke.

Si Chengxin took a deep breath and turned to look at his nephew, with a kind smile on
his face.

When Si Tingfeng saw Si Chengxin suddenly smiled, he was a little confused, and said:

"Sir? What's the matter? You seem to be very happy?"

"Hehe... Of course I am very happy!"

Si Chengxin's mouth twitched, and some gritted his teeth.

He faintly said: "Listen to the wind, I will ask you to invite that kid Lu Yuan to join our
Red Maple Guardian. Have you invited it?"

Si Tingfeng was taken aback, and then smiled and said: "I invited, but A Yuan seems to

say that he has not graduated yet, so I don't want to consider this issue for the time
being. I think A Yuan will have to graduate for four years. I don't think I need to worry
about it. Invite him again later."

"Hehe... No need. No invitation."



Si Tingfeng was taken aback, and looked at Si Chengxin with some doubts. He knew
that Si Chengxin valued Lu Yuan very much and always wanted Lu Yuan to join the
Red Maple guard.

Si Tingfeng naturally understands this. After all, Lu Yuan is now the number one on

the Tianjiao list. Who doesn't want such a genius?

Why did you suddenly say not to invite?

Si Tingfeng asked with some doubts: "Why?"

"Why? Haha... because they have already joined the night watchman, when you invite
again, the day lily will be cold!"

Si Chengxin gritted his teeth a little, and the smile on his face was a little sinister.

Only then did Si Tingfeng react, the cold sweat on his forehead came out, and his heart
was full of bitterness.

Damn it! A Yuan, bastard, isn't this cheating me! ?

To suffer!

Then Si Tingfeng heard Si Chengxin's faint voice:

"In the next two months, your team will work hard to take care of the security of the

imperial capital. If a case occurs, you will wait for me!"

Si Tingfeng people are stupid, working overtime for two consecutive months? !

The corners of his mouth twitched, feeling a little dry in his throat:

"……Yes."

"Didn't you eat?!"

"Yes! Complete mission guaranteed!"

"Huh! Get out!"

Si Tingfeng was embarrassed and wanted to go out, Si Chengxin's face turned black:



"Wait! What about the report? Give me the report first!"

Si Tingfeng: "..."

…………

After the Night Watch Headquarters ~www.mtlnovel.com~ called Si Chengxin to

Versailles, Gu An smacked his lips and dialed other calls, a little dissatisfied.

"Hey, Lao Li, I have something I want to tell you, otherwise I'm very upset...what's the
matter? That's the case, you also know the Li Qinghe and Lu Yuan from the Li

family..."

"Hey, Carol? How is the defense line recently? Oh, it's no big deal for me, but there is
something I want to share with you..."

"Hey……"

When Gu An was proud, Lu Yuan followed Li Qinghe out of the office and strolled
around the night watchman headquarters building.

Including the night watchman's lounge, strategy room, task room, archive room and so

on.

"By the way, Sister Qinghe, didn't you bring that Soul Eater back to the headquarters
last time? Are all the alien objects in the headquarters?"

Lu Yuan thought of the unknown aura he had absorbed from the Soul Devouring Orb
last time, his eyes lit up, and he thought of other foreign objects that might exist in the
night watchman's headquarters.

If all foreign objects have unknown aura, maybe he can absorb it?

If it is all absorbed, maybe it will be closer to transformation, or it may even be
transformed directly?

Hearing what Lu Yuan said, Li Qinghe was taken aback, then nodded:

"Well, the alien objects are all placed in the basement of the headquarters, why? Are

you interested?"



Lu Yuan's eyes lit up: "Can I go and see it?"

"Of course, you are an honorary elder and have this authority. Are you going to see it
now?"

Li Qinghe smiled and said.

The corner of Lu Yuan's mouth raised: "Then go and take a look."
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